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Designing a board game is a fun and stimulating activity, which allows to find gratification and
enjoyment both in those who make it and in those who can finally will play game you designed.
Even if we have all been inventors in an innate way as children, when it comes to designing a game
for the entertainment of an audience, it doesn't matter whether it's small or large, it is fundamental
to take your task seriously and ensure that the trust that the players give to you by sitting at the
table to play our invention will be rewarded.
What’s the difference between a Game and a Toy? Can we call Barbie a Game? what about Snakes
& Ladders? Why Risk and Monopoly are not Toys?
The elements that defines a Game are:
-

Rules
Winning/losing conditions
Meaningful Choices to take

But most of all it’s about living an experience.
As in a journey, a movie or a work of art, what counts in the end is the experience felt.
We use to like a game if it offers us a rewarding experience, one of the most beautiful things about
a game is to tell other people stories about what happened at the table.
We used to think about the pleasure of playing in terms of fun, victory and defeat but a professional
Game Designer bases the design of a Game on the experience that wants those who will play to its
game to feel. If you are designing a game with educational purposes, it’s also really important to
deal with the story and the learning message inside the game.
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A way to approach Game Design is the MDA paradigm (Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics). This
separation helps to design the game in a more structured way and in some cases to split the tasks
between different people (designers, developers, graphic designers etc.).
The Mechanics are the essence of the game and describes how the game “works”. They are
explained to the players by the Rules. The way game mechanics interacts with the materials
(boards, cards, tokens), is the way the author(s) give shape to game world, hence to the experience
players will live. In a few words the mechanics describe what the game is.
When players play the game, interactions that arise between players and game, and players
themselves creates Dynamics. Strategies, Alliances and therefore all the choices are the way the
game Evolve during play. It’s really a challenge to “see the dynamics” in a game without playing it,
and this is why part of being a (good) game designer is to figure out what kind of dynamics the use
of a Mechanic will create. The dynamics describes what the game becomes when it’s played.
Dynamics are always influenced by rules and are the main way to develop Aesthetics (the easiest
thing to see from the player’s point of view). We use the word Aesthetics not only in terms of
graphics and ergonomics of the product, but in a broader sense. In terms of game design, it includes
both visual gratification and the emotional aspect, also the Story and the theme of the game are
considered part of the Aesthetics even if it’s non unusual that thematic can “suggest” the use of
mechanics and dynamics that fits well with the theme.
By the way Aesthetics are the least controllable aspect of a game. It is not always possible to control
what people enjoys the most (De gustibus non disputandum est), but a good design can predict the
emotional impact of certain mechanics and dynamics on players.
The strongest the emotions are, the most the player gets involved.
Breaking down the game into these three “parts” allows you to identify the possible starting points
for the design, and in the same way allows you to analyse the problems that will arise, focusing on
one aspect at a time, making them easier to solve.
When in doubt during the designing phase, it’s always a good thing to ask yourself “what option fits
best the experience we expect to create? “
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An iterative process
Game design is an iterative process, based on the concept of trial and error. Every step improves
the game and fixes the problems that arise during the tests.
It may seem trivial, but the most important thing is to understand when to stop, as it will quickly
become clear that there will always be some room for improvement.
Method is important to iterative playtesting because it gets you the best information possible as
fast as possible. Even if you’re not under a crunch, efficiency is still important. The less time you
waste on broken versions of your game, the sooner your game will be “ready for the shelf”.
Game Design lays more on method than on pure inspiration, and creativity needs to be driven to
concrete results, if not you’ll have a lot of good ideas without having “a game”.
Experienced Designers use to say that “Excellent ideas are a dime a dozen “, because the hardest
part in the design process is what comes next: bringing an idea to a playable prototype, and then
transform it into “a product “.
For this reason, we suggest following as close as possible the iterative process, because it’s a good
way to not lose the path, and to know what’s next.
There is no fixed number of iterations in the process, it depends on the experience of the design
team and on the overall complexity of the game itself.
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Let’s take a closer look at the steps of the process:
Concept: This is the step in which designers give birth to ideas. Brainstorming is needed to come up
with an idea of the gaming experience, to define rough ideas for mechanics, expected dynamics and
aesthetics.
It’s also good in this phase to identify clearly the audience of the game, and the complexity level
expected. Having an idea of the Theme is a useful tool to help design process.

Design: The design step is the fundamental phase of the process, in this phase the game takes shape
and design choices are made.
In the first iteration is good to use MDA paradigm to define the “design starting point” and to add
details to the design. You will quickly learn that in early iterations the design phase will be additive
(What the game needs to work? What can I add to make the game interesting?), while in the late
iterations it becomes subtractive (Do I really need this feature in the game? Can I reduce or remove
components to lower production costs? Do the game looks better/easier if we simplify this feature?)
Winning and Losing condition have to be designed and Rules must be defined sharply;
It must be clear the setup phase, how the turn works and when the game ends;
It’s good practice to estimate the game length;
All the game elements have to be listed in order to proceed to the prototyping phase.
From 2nd iteration on it’s fundamental in this phase to be conscious about how every change will
impact the game and to keep the game flux consistent. It’s always good practice to make only one
major change per iteration, because it will be easier to evaluate its effectiveness, minor changes
and tweaks can be made at any time, instead.

Prototype: The prototype is a mock-up of the game, with temporary images and game materials,
it’s used to test the game before it reaches a final version.
The prototype must allow players/testers to play with ease a full game, but It must be functional
rather than Beautiful, especially in the earlier iterations.
The prototype must contain all the game elements, but they don’t have to be finalized (e.g. it’s ok
to use buttons instead of coins and/or to recycle tokens from broken/incomplete games etc.).
Prototypes do not suffer of copyright issues so it’s common use to “steal from the internet” pictures,
icons etc. if they fit the theme and if they’re useful for the purpose of the prototype.
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One of the most common (and free) sources of icons for games is www.game-icons.net, it allows to
use a lot of basic icons, and to change front and back colour. It’s very useful for the early stages.
It should seem unintuitive but, the less detailed (in graphics) the prototype is the easier is to make
changes “on the go” during tests, so the golden rule is: Do it fast, keep it simple.
The following tips are super-useful and strongly suggested to follow:
-

Use computer printed text, it’s very uncomfortable to ruin a test because it’s impossible to
read a note on a card pen written in italic;
Use appropriate card size if there is a lot of text instead of reducing too much the font size.
(or try if it’s possible to use icons instead of text);
Try to have more than the necessary amount of resources (tokens, cubes etc.) to cover
unexpected needing;
If something is a fundamental element for the game, also the prototype has to be built
accordingly (e.g. if in the game the colour is a fundamental aspect, also the prototype must
be printed in colour and not in b/w).

Playtest: Playtesting and updating your prototype to newer versions over time is absolutely
essential to making good games. As designers, we learned that lesson the very first time we
inflicted our first game upon our friends and families.
Regardless of how important we all know this process is, one of the most common trappings
designers falling victim to is aimless playtesting.
The first step to improving your game’s next iteration is identifying its problems as specifically as
you can.
Different playtest methods can be used depending on the iteration:
-

Guided: The designer is also a player and he/she explain rules and helps players during game
if more details are needed
Standard: Someone of the design/development team is at the table and intervenes only
when clarifications are needed.
Blind: The designer is not present, and player play the game by themselves without any
support. It’s better to use blind playtest only during late iterations.
A/B: Two different version of the game are played (usually with only one major difference).
The testers have to suggest which of the two offers a better experience and why.

After every playtest one person in the team should collect feedbacks (in person or by filling a
playtest form) about the game. Do not complain against players, be focused on how the game can
improve instead of keeping the point. Listen more than talk, usually players are better in finding
problems than in finding solutions. Take notes on anything interesting happens at the table (when
possible) and keep it for the evaluation phase.
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Evaluation: Evaluation phase is about questioning about what happened during tests and how to
solve problems or improve the game experience.
Always be prepared to engage in a post-session Question and Answer, not just with your testers,
but also with yourself. It may take a bit of work on your part to get the feedback you need. Then,
ask yourself some of these example Quality assurance questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exploits – Are there any lines of play available to one or more players that offer an undue
advantage in a fashion that is not in the spirit of the game?
Effect Balance – Did any of the effects present in the game offer a value that was incongruous
to its cost?
Time Index – Did the game end before the players wanted it to?
Engagement – Did players experience engagement loss? How many times did you hear
“Who’s turn is it?”
Density Index – Were the game’s depth, weight, and complexity appropriate for the
intended experience? Did players feel as though they could solve the game?
Were players trapped in analysis paralysis more often than you’d expect from them as
individuals?
Did players find that the amount of time and cognitive load necessary to invest in the game
paid off in its experience?

Progression stages
In videogame design and recently in boardgame design also, there is such a convention to define
the tests progression. Usually this convention is also used to define the state of progress of the
overall process.
Zero: The game is new born, prototype is super rough and made with raw materials. This prototype
is not supposed to be tested by any audience, it’s just useful for the designer to figure out where to
place on the board the different elements, the card layout, and to start in case of a teamwork to Fix
elements.
The zero testing is usually a test in which a single designer simulates All the players at the table and
evaluate if the game has Enormous Issues.
Pre-Alpha: The game is not totally broken so a real prototype is made, usually with almost no
graphics or colours, and just the essential elements. No flavour elements are added to the game.
This prototype is usually tested by the design team or by a close group of technicians or game
experts, to check if there are major game flow issues or evident unbalanced actions/strategies
Alpha: The game now has and identity, a theme and a defined (and not so broken) game flux and
rule. A rulebook is written, and some placeholder graphics are added to the prototype. In this phase
rough materials are substituted by game materials (it’s ok to borrow them from other games). The
game is ok to be tested by experienced gamers, and technicians, with guided or standard testing.
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Closed Beta: The game is working and it’s ok in most of its part, graphics are complete but still
placeholder images are used. The game is ready to be tested by the expected audience. At this stage
it’s really common to use A/B test to choose among different features tested in earlier stages.
Open Beta: The game is almost ready. Gameplay, rulebook and components are showed to the most
various possible audience. At this stage the gameplay is super defined and only minor changes are
allowed. Graphic designers start working on the definitive graphics, and for cover and rulebook art.
It’s mandatory to blind test the game at this stage.
Pre-Production: This is the last stage before mass production. At this stage it’s tested and evaluated
mostly the ergonomics, the ease of read and grammar/typo check of the rulebook, and everything
about the printing aspects of the game. No changes in the gameplay are allowed at this stage.
Release: The game is ready to be sold.

Tips and Tricks
-

-

-

-

It’s really useful to quickly come up with a prototype, especially in team works. It’s easier to
modify something that already exists instead of endlessly brainstorm ideas.
Split duties and give yourself deadlines. It’s not always important to stay in time but it’s
always a good thing to have a timeline to follow.
If it’s a team work it’s always a good thing to define roles, and if possible, to have different
leaders in for different duties (design, development/testing, graphics, writing), it’s super
common in creative works to have different ideas, and you’ll need someone to take the
decisions to walk out from impasse.
Don’t fall in love with your game. If published games are in some case not perfect,
prototypes are ALWAYS not perfect, so be ready to trash some features it if they’re not
working or to rollback to previous version of the game, or to not argue or complain too much
against bad feedbacks from testing. Failing is the only way to succeed so be ready to
delete/change everything for the sake of the game.
Take a pause. Full time designing usually is not the best option. Take your time to try new
games, to relax a little and to “wash your brain” especially between different progress stages
or after a big amount of games played. You’ll be back on the project with renewed energy
and it helps to not fall in love with the game.
Have fun. Designing is a game itself and having a great experience makes everything better.
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